Youth Leadership looks at young people as change agents in their communities.
Canada has well recognized this! We acknowledge civic engagement, and servicelearning has become part of education in schools all over Canada, especially in
Toronto. Still, there is much more that we can and need to do.
We are taking youth leadership to an entirely new level - by connecting our young
generation with hundreds of outstanding changemakers, social entrepreneurs and
sustainability experts around the planet, and amplifying its presence at school.
OUR MEDIA, methods, services and community enable teachers and student
leaders to make youth leadership omni-present in our classrooms by using role
models and sustainability success stories in units and extracurricular activities.
YL STUDENT CLUBS facilitate a year-round stream of action aligned with United
Nations Days, evoking considerable impact, media presence and ripple effects,
like our famous peers. Combined, these activities add up to a non-formal, entirely
student-powered curriculum, benefitting learning culture, people and planet.
OUR FREE OFFERS in 19 languages are in high demand around the planet.
Across age groups and cultures, people agree: "The most inspirational videos I've
ever seen. It makes me feel I want to get up, and do something, too. The most
energized lesson ever. This should be in all schools."
WE CAN do a lot, but we need help for getting educational YL STARTER SETS
into our city's classrooms, schools, youth clubs and public libraries.

** PLEASE JOIN OUR CAUSE ** FIND OUT MORE INSIDE **

Youth-LeadeR is a multi-award winning non-profit with charity status,
and an Official Project of the United Nations Decade of Education
for Sustainable Development ESD. UNESCO.

YL unites hundreds of extraordinary changemakers on one platform.
WE HAVE ACHIEVED tremendous changes, are committed to empower
our global generation to do the same - and it works!
THE KEY is to get our media and services into every classroom! They
make youth leadership omni-present in classrooms, equip teachers
with excellent media to use in any subject, and enable students to
involve the entire school community, spark and sustain a year-round
stream of action in close collaboration with our global community of
distinguished changemakers, educators, experts ~ and you!

WE NEED ADULTS TO HELP!
Every $15 bring youth leadership into 1 classroom.
Every $1,500 unlock 100 Starter Packs.
We distribute these to 100 classrooms at 10 to 20 schools.
You can help us with in-kind services like printing, distribution, outreach,
networking, inspiring your business community, galas, fundraisers,
adopting hero/ines abroad, sponsoring prizes and even mentoring
local YL clubs. We can align with your priority causes and regions.
DO YOU APPRECIATE OUR VISION?
Let us meet for a conversation to explore how we can best achieve!
We can meet on skype, and also in person.

Please visit www.youth-leader.org/investors for rich
visual impressions on who we are & our offers

ALL MEDIA FOCUS ON REAL CHANGEMAKERS, initiatives, solutions, and
opportunities for "live" interaction, ranging from skype meetings to project collaboration and field visits. For optimal relevance, inspiration and potential for
replication, changemakers are selected by a unique mix of factors:
1 highly successful implemented model solution, replicable by young people
2 well visually documented on the internet
3 accessible by email, skype, webcast, as speaker at school and events
The package includes a rich variety of print and digital media
THE CURRICULUM
VIDEOS

THE CARD GAME

ACTION PACKS

ONLINE HERO/INE PROFILES

POSTER SETS

INTERVIEWS
WEBSITES

MUSIC + MUSICAL
SOCIAL MEDIA

& connects to our services: "live" webcasts, community, reality game, training...

There could be no better time to cultivate youth leadership among our
generation at school. There is great awareness of the need for encompassing societal transformation, and stakeholders have understood
which way to go. Canadian schools have adopted service- and global
learning culture. Student clubs, volunteering and We Days are part of
our lifestyle. Media and awards celebrate young changemake.
Toronto is a world leader in youth-led action and education for sustainability. It is home to stellar pioneers like Craig and Marc Kielburger
(Free The Children, Me To We, We Day), TakingITGlobal and 4REAL.
Ontario's curriculum connects every unit in every subject and grade
to the "environment", IHTEC's ISPG and global peace and sustainability
education curricula have inspired educators worldwide, Chuck Hopkins
and UNESCO Canada have been pacemakers for the UN Decade of
Education for Sustainable Development.

This is the time for taking youth-led action to a new level, by
1
2
3
4
5
6

earlier involvement
offering a full range of favorite causes for everybody
making changemaker student clubs well visible at school
integrating high end solutions in subjects and units
scaling and replication of outstanding sustainability solutions
adding dimensions of social entrepreneurship, ecosystem
restoration, peacemaking, positive change media culture etc.
7 making hero role models part of our daily lives!

"80% of human behavior is shaped by role models,
much of it subconsciously."
"Our biggest asset in times of
transformational learning are role models."
HERE WE ARE! Toronto is home to four very special Youth-LeadeRs!
WE ARE well known, in high demand as speakers, and have excellent
relations with schools, youth organizations, civil partners, government
and media. We have spoken at We Days, inter/national events, are
used to meet with world leaders, and have received many honours.
ALL OF US got inspired by grade 6 assignments, and know how to
harness the super powers of student clubs to the fullest. Our initiatives
are world class examples for social media work, involving the public,
kind advocacy, changing legislation, building intersectorial partnerships
and healing bridges across historic divides, and we will never stop.
-----

We are available as speakers at school, and via skype
We offer opportunity for instant action and joining local chapters
We can lead workshops and summer camps
People call us hero/ines. We like to make THEM hero/ines

JULIA AND EMMA MOGUS organize enormous book drives for aboriginal
children and schools, serving Ontario's 49 NAN fly-in communities, partners in
Africa, India and Indonesia. After
raising 66,000 books in just 18
months, they have stepped up
their efforts to building libraries,
providing electronic equipment,
eco-/literacy programs, exchanges
and more.
Youth know them from CMI, Canada AM, CBC, TVO Kids, the
Shreddies Commercial, EcoMentor programs and We Day.
Their numerous awards include the Peace Medaillon and Diana Award. Emma
has emceed the 2014 World's Children's Prize with Queen Silvia of Sweden,
in honour of Malala and Indira Ranamagar, another YL Heroine and Field Partner.
Their YL Action Pack includes book drives (they average 1,000 books per school,
equalling $10,000!), founding chapters, collaborative partnerships with aboriginal
communities of Northern Ontario, with Babar Ali, the youngest headmaster in
the world (India) and more.

ROBYN HAMLYN consults city councils on our looming
water crisis and passing the 3-pronged Blue Communities
Resolution: banning bottled water, keeping water public
and making it a human right. In less than a year, she has
convinced 27 cities to adopt parts or the entire resolution.
Her story has made waves all the way to Europe and the
UN. Responding to demand, Robyn is developing materials
for water units, and offering trainings, nationwide.
Her Action Pack includes materials for creating Blue
Communities, a cross-disciplinary Blue School curriculum,
and water related best practices, from wetlands conservation
to water crisis as an opportunity for peacemaking across
national borders.

RACHEL PARENT is Canada's prominent voice
raising awareness for our citizen's right to know
what we are eating, demanding labelling and
studies on long-term health impacts of GMOs.
Her sound stance for proper science and
transparency made Lang & O'Leary change
their minds, and Minister of Health Rona Ambrose update her knowledge on new studies
and bans around the world, and more high level
encounters are coming up.
Now Magazine named Rachel one of Toronto’s
Environmental Heroes. She has her own blog
on The Huffington Post, has spoken on UNITED
NATIONS Days of Youth and Peace, at the Total
Health Show in Toronto, TEDx, Uplift Festival in Australia and the Veg Expo in
Vancouver.
Rachel's YL Action Pack promotes solutions for healthy food abundance, sourced
from the UNITED NATIONS and leading innovation networks, from Worldwatch
Institute, Small Planet Institute and Food Tank, to Lester Brown, Navdanya and
World Future Council to Right Livelihood Award laureate and Vandana Shiva,
and Nobel Peace Prize laureate Wangari Maathai.

OUR STARTER PACK includes 45 MORE hero/ines,
each with a model solution, rich Action Pack, many are also YL Speakers.

Many people use the term CHANGE GENERATION. We are not fans of plastic
words, wishful thinking, myths and illusions unfulfilled. We are heartcore practical
visionary changemakers, and Youth-LeadeR might be that game changer and
stepping stone for our generation, to upgrade ourselves to co-creators, inhabitants
and stewards of a global, peaceful, just, thriving and sustainable civilization.
For sure, making humanity's finest changemaking solutions for abundance for
all available to our entire young generation is the best thing that we can do.
THIS WE KNOW - and it fills us with EXCITEMENT! WILL YOU HELP US?
Find out more on YL and the Toronto GTA campaign at www.youth-leader.org

HOW YOUTH-LEADER HELPS CHANGE
CHALLENGES FACED BY

YL SOLUTIONS FOR

TEACHERS

TEACHERS

Lack of media variety
Lack of multi-lingual materials
Lack of topic variety
Limited finance and time
Lack of solutions
Lack of role models
Lack of relevant action opportunity
Lack of empowerment for self-organized
follow-up by inspired students
Lack of outside partners
Lack of dialogue and feedback
Lack of flexibility for tailored projects
Lack of "live" interaction with heroes
Lack of interesting field partners
Lack of girl and colored hero/ines
Lack of constant flow of opportunity

Abundance of media
in up to 19 languages
on the full spectrum of positive change
with minimal need for finance or time
Focus on solutions, huge solutions
Humanity's finest role models today
Rich choices of activities on many levels
One session can spark self-organization by
inspired students as YL club
Strong, multifaceted global network
Personal interaction, community, collab
High flexibility and competence
Dozens of YL Speakers on-site / online
Extraordinary field partners
Global hero/ines, and way more girls !!!
Monthly UN Days action and more

STUDENT CLUBS

STUDENT CLUBS

Lack of visibility in class
Lack of visibility in public school space
Narrow focus of topics and causes
Limited exciting activities
Lack of relevance for subjects
Lack of acknowledgement by teachers
Lack of acknowledgement by peers
Low participation by peers
Limited impact
Limited media presence
Limited reach to other schools
Limited support by adults
Lack of supportive community
Lack of access to hero changemakers
Lack of support and inspiration

High visibility; exhibit, game, presentations
High visibility; exhibits, actions, ISLE, ...
Favorite causes for everyone, superb media
Wide range of alternating, exciting activities
High relevance and quality for all subjects
The "new, highly gifted", assistant teachers
Shared enthusiasm through Starter Session
Higher short- and long-term participation
Methods and model solutions for high impact
High media presence
Demand as speakers, offers like exhibits
High support in response to great action
Daily global community of action
Personal interaction with hero/ines always
Year-round flow of inspiration

CHANGEMAKERS

CHANGEMAKERS

Lack of reach
Lack of replication
Lack of community of action
Lack of access into schools
Lack of media fit for education
Lack of neutral support in general
Lack of finance
Lack of hero community
Lack of steady collaborative action

Global reach in 19 languages
Focus on replication by young people
Focus on huge YL club community
Strong promotion of their stories to schools
Their media and services fit for school use
Long-term, unconditional scaling
Fundraisers for them, new partner options
Global community of kind superhero/ines
Year-round, aligned with UN Days

